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Abstract

We describe an implemented system which automat-
ically generates and animates conversations between
multiple human-like agents with appropriate and syn-
chronized speech, intonation, facial expressions, and
hand gestures. Conversations are created by a dialogue
planner that produces the text as well as the intonation
of the utterances. The speaker/listener relationship,
the text, and the intonation in turn drive facial expres-
sions, lip motions, eye gaze, head motion, and arm
gesture generators. Coordinated arm, wrist, and hand
motions are invoked to create semantically meaningful
gestures. Throughout, we will use examples from an
actual synthesized, fully animated conversation.

1 Introduction

When faced with the task of bringing to life a human-like charac-
ter, few options are currently available. Either one can manually
and laboriously manipulate the numerous degrees of freedom in a
synthetic figure, one can write or acquire increasingly sophisticated
motion generation software such as inverse kinematics and dynam-
ics, or one can resort to “performance-based” motions obtained
from a live actor or puppet. The emergence of low-cost, real-time
motion sensing devices has led to renewed interest in active mo-
tion capture since 3D position and orientation trajectories may be
acquired directly rather than from tedious image rotoscoping [34].
Both facial and gestural motions are efficiently tracked from a suit-
ably harnessed actor. But this does not imply that the end of manual
or synthesized animation is near. Instead it raises the challenge of
providing a sophisticated toolkit for human character animation that
does not require the presencenor skill of a live actor [2], thus freeing
the skilled animator for more challenging tasks.

In this paper we present our system for automatically animating
conversations between multiple human-like agents with appropriate
and synchronized speech, intonation, facial expressions, and hand
gestures. Especially noteworthy is the linkage between speech and
gesture which has not been explored before in synthesizing realistic

1The authors would like to thank Francisco Azuola, Chin Seah, John Granieri, Ioi
Kim Lam, and Xinmin Zhao.

animation. In people, speech, facial expressions, and gestures are
physiologically linked. While an expert animator may realize this
unconsciously in the “look” of a properly animated character, a
program to automatically generate motions must know the rules in
advance. This paper presents a working system to realize interacting
animated agents.

Conversation is an interactive dialogue between two agents.
Conversation includes spoken language (words and contextually
appropriate intonation marking topic and focus), facial movements
(lip shapes, emotions, gaze direction, head motion), and hand ges-
tures (handshapes, points, beats, and motions representing the topic
of accompanying speech). Without all of these verbal and non-
verbal behaviors, one cannot have realistic, or at least believable,
autonomous agents. To limit the problems (such as voice and face
recognition) that arise from the involvement of real human conver-
sants, and to constrain the dialogue, we present the work in the form
of a dialogue generation program in which two copies of an identical
program having different knowledge of the world must cooperate
to accomplish a goal. Both agents of the conversation collaborate
via the dialogue to develop a simple plan of action. They interact
with each other to exchange information and ask questions.

In this paper, we first present the background information nec-
essary to establish the synchrony of speech, facial expression, and
gesture. We then discuss the system architecture and its several
subcomponents.

2 Background

Faces change expressions continuously, and many of these changes
are synchronized to what is going on in concurrent conversation.
Facial expressions are linked to the content of speech (scrunch-
ing one’s nose when talking about something unpleasant), emotion
(wrinkling one’s eyebrows with worry), personality (frowning all
the time), and other behavioral variables. Facial expressions can
replace sequences of words (“she was dressed [wrinkle nose, stick
out tongue]”) as well as accompany them [16], and they can serve
to help disambiguate what is being said when the acoustic signal is
degraded. They do not occur randomly but rather are synchronized
to one’s own speech, or to the speech of others [13], [20].

Eye gaze is also an important feature of non-verbal communica-
tive behaviors. Its main functions are to help regulate the flow of
conversation, signal the search for feedback during an interaction
(gazing at the other person to see how she follows), look for infor-
mation, express emotion (looking downward in case of sadness),
or influence another person’s behavior (staring at a person to show
power)[14].

People also produce hand gestures spontaneously while they
speak, and such gestures support and expand on information con-



veyed by words. The fact that gestures occur at the same time as
speech, and that they carry the same meaning as speech, suggests
that the production of the two are intimately linked. In fact, not only
are the meaning of words and of gestures intimately linked in a dis-
course, but so are their functions in accomplishing conversational
work: it has been shown that certain kinds of gestures produced
during conversation act to structure the contributions of the two
participants (to signal when an utterance continues the same topic
or strikes out in a new direction), and to signal the contribution of
particular utterances to the current discourse. It is clear that, like
facial expression, gesture is not a kinesic performance independent
of speech, or simply a ‘translation’ of speech. Rather, gesture and
speech are so intimately connected that one cannot say which one is
dependent on the other. Both can be claimed to arise from a single
internal encoding process ([8], [21], [27]).

2.1 Example
In this section of the paper we present a fragment of dialogue
(the complete dialogue has been synthesized and animated), in
which intonation, gesture, head and lip movements, and their inter-
synchronization were automatically generated. This example will
serve to demonstrate the phenomena described here, and in subse-
quent sections we will return to each phenomenon to explain how
rule-generation and synchronization are carried out.

In the following dialogue, imagine that Gilbert is a bank teller,
and George has asked Gilbert for help in obtaining $50. The di-
alogue is unnaturally repetitive and explicit in its goals because
the dialogue generation program that produced it has none of the
conversational inferences that allow humans to follow leaps of rea-
soning. Therefore, the two agents have to specify in advance each
of the goals they are working towards and steps they are following
(see section 4.1).

Gilbert: Do you have a blank check?
George: Yes, I have a blank check.
Gilbert: Do you have an account for the check?
George: Yes, I have an account for the check.
Gilbert: Does the account contain at least fifty dollars?
George: Yes, the account contains eighty dollars.
Gilbert: Get the check made out to you for fifty dollars

and then I can withdraw fifty dollars for you.
George: All right, let’s get the check made out to me

for fifty dollars.

When Gilbert asks a question, his voice rises. When George
replies to a question, his voice falls. When Gilbert asks George
whether he has a blank check, he stresses the word “check”. When
he asks George whether he has an account for the check, he stresses
the word “account”.

Every time Gilbert replies affirmatively (“yes”), or turns the
floor over to Gilbert (“all right”), he nods his head, and raises his
eyebrows. George and Gilbert look at each other when Gilbert
asks a question, but at the end of each question, Gilbert looks up
slightly. During the brief pause at the end of affirmative statements
the speaker (always George, in this fragment) blinks. To mark the
end of the questions, Gilbert raises his eyebrows.

In saying the word “check”, Gilbert sketches the outlines of a
check in the air between him and his listener. In saying “account”,
Gilbert forms a kind of box in front of him with his hands: a
metaphorical representation of a bank account in which one keeps
money. When he says the phrase “withdraw fifty dollars,” Gilbert
withdraws his hand towards his chest.

2.2 Communicative Significance of the Face
Movements of the head and facial expressions can be characterized
by their placement with respect to the linguistic utterance and their
significance in transmitting information [35]. The set of facial
movement clusters contains:

� syntactic functions accompany the flow of speech and are
synchronized at the verbal level. Facial movements (such
as raising the eyebrows, nodding the head or blinking while
saying “do you have a blank CHECK”) can appear on an
accented syllable or a pause.

� semantic functions can emphasize what is being said, substi-
tute for a word or refer to an emotion (like wrinkling the nose
while talking about something disgusting or smiling while
remembering a happy event: “it was such a NICE DAY.”).

� dialogic functions regulate the flow of speech and depend on
the relationship between two people (smooth turns1 are often
co-occurrent with mutual gaze; e.g at the end of “do you have
a blank check?”, both interactants look at each other).

These three functions are modulated by various parameters:
� speaker and listener characteristic functions convey infor-

mation about the speaker’s social identity, emotion, attitude,
age (friends spend more time looking at each other while
talking than a lying speaker who will avoid the other’s gaze).

� listener functions correspond to the listener’s reactions to
the speaker’s speech; they can be signals of agreement, of
attention, of comprehension (like saying “I see”, “mhmm”).

2.3 Communicative Significance of Hand Gestures
Gesture too can be described in terms of its intrinsic relationship to
speech. Three aspects of this relationship are described before we
go on to speak about the synchronization of the two communicative
channels.

First of all, four basic types of gestures occuronly during speech
([27] estimates that 90% of all gestures occur when the speaker is
actually uttering something).

� Iconics represent some feature of the accompanying speech,
such as sketching a small rectangular space with one’s two
hands while saying “do you have a blank CHECK?”

�Metaphorics represent an abstract feature concurrently spo-
ken about, such as forming a jaw-like shape with one hand,
and pulling it towards one’s body while saying “then I can
WITHDRAW fifty dollars for you”.

�Deictics indicate a point in space. They accompanyreference
to persons, places and other spatializeable discourse entities.
An example might be pointing to the ground while saying
“do you have an account at THIS bank?”.

�Beats are small formless waves of the hand that occur with
heavily emphasized words,occasions of turning over the floor
to another speaker, and other kinds of special linguistic work.
An example is waving one’s left hand briefly up and down
along with the phrase “all right”.

.
In some discourse contexts about three-quarters of all clauses

are accompanied by gestures of one kind or another; of these, about
40% are iconic, 40% are beats, and the remaining 20% are divided
between deictic and metaphoric gestures [27]. And surprisingly,
although the proportion of different gestures may change, all of
these types of gestures, and spontaneous gesturing in general, are
found in discourses by speakers of most languages.

There is also a semantic and pragmatic relationship between
the two media. Gesture and speech do not always manifest the
same information about an idea, but what they convey is always
complementary. That is, gesture may depict the way in which an
action was carried out when this aspect of meaning is not depicted
in speech. For example, one speaker, describing how one deposits
checks into a bank account, said “you list the checks” while she
depicted with her hands that the deposit slip is to be turned over and
turned vertically in order for the checks to be listed in the spaces
provided on the back of the slip.

1Meaning that the listener does not interrupt or overlap the speaker.



Finally, the importance of the interdependence of speech and
gesture is shown by the fact that speakers rely on information con-
veyed in gesture – sometimes even to the exclusion of information
conveyed by accompanying speech – as they try to comprehend a
story [9].

Nevertheless, hand gestures and gaze behavior have been vir-
tually absent from attempts to animate semi-autonomous agents in
communicative contexts.

2.4 Synchrony of Gesture, Facial Movements, and
Speech

Facial expression, eye gaze and hand gestures do not do their com-
municative work only within single utterances, but also have inter-
speaker effects. The presence or absence of confirmatory feedback
by one conversational participant, via gaze or head movement, for
example, affects the behavior of the other. A conversation consists
of the exchange of meaningful utterances and of behavior. One
person punctuates and reinforces her speech by head nods, smiles,
and hand gestures; the other person can smile back, vocalize, or
shift gaze to show participation in the conversation.

Synchrony implies that changesoccurring in speechand in body
movements should appear at the same time. For example, when a
word begins to be articulated, eye blinks, hand movement, head
turning, and brow raising can occur and can finish at the end of the
word.

Synchrony occurs at all levels of speech: the phonemic seg-
ment, word, phrase or long utterance. Different facial motions are
characteristic of these different groups [13], [20]. Some of them
are more adapted to the phoneme level, like an eye blink, while
others act at the word level, like a frown. In the example “Do you
have a blank check?”, a raising eyebrow starts and ends on the ac-
cented syllables “check”, while a blink starts and ends on the pause
marking the end of the utterance. Facial expression of emphasis
can match the emphasized segment, showing synchronization at
this level (a sequence of head nods can punctuate the emphasis).
Moreover, some movements reflect encoding-decoding difficulties
and therefore coincide with hesitations and pauses inside clauses.
Many hesitation pauses are produced at the beginning of speech
and correlate with avoidance of gaze (the head of the speaker turns
away from the listener) as if to help the speaker to concentrate on
what she is going to say.

Gestures occur in synchrony with their semantically parallel
linguistic units, although in cases of hesitations, pauses or syntac-
tically complex speech, it is the gesture which appears first ([27]).
At the most local level, individual gestures and words are synchro-
nized in time so that the ‘stroke’ (most energetic part of the gesture)
occurs either with or just before the phonologically most prominent
syllable of the accompanying speech segment ([21], [27]). At the
most global level, we find that the hands of the speaker come to rest
at the end of a speaking turn, before the next speaker begins her
turn. At the intermediate level, the phenomenon of co-articulation
of gestural units is found, whereby gestures are performed rapidly,
or their production is stretched out over time, so as to synchro-
nize with preceding and following gestures, and the speech these
gestures accompany. An example of gestural co-articulation is the
relationship between the two gestures in the phrase “get the check
MADE OUT TO YOU for fifty dollars and then I can WITHDRAW
fifty dollars for you”. During the phrase ’made out to you’, the right
hand sketches a writing gesture in front of the speaker. However,
rather than carrying this gesture all the way to completion (either
both hands coming to rest at the end of this gesture, or maintaining
the location of the hands in space), the hand drops slightly and
then pulls back towards the speaker to perform the ’withdraw’ ges-
ture. Thus, the occurrence of the phrase ’made out to you’, with its
accompanying gesture, affected the occurrence of the gesture that
accompanied “withdraw”.

3 Computer Animation of Conversation

3.1 Literature on Facial Control Systems
Various systems have been proposed to integrate the different facial
expression functions. Most of the systems use FACS (Facial Action
Coding System) as a notational system [17]. This system is based
on anatomical studies, and describes any visible facial movements.
An action unit AU, the basic element of this system, describes the
action produced by one or a group of related muscles.

The multi-layer approach [19] allows independent control at
each level of the system. At the lowest level (geometric level),
geometry of the face can be modified using free form deformation
techniques. At the highest level, facial animation can be computed
from an input utterance.

In M. Patel’s model [28] facial animation can also be done at
different levels of representation. It can be done either at the muscle
level, the AU level or the script level. For each AU the user can
select starting and ending points of action, the intensity of action,
the start and end tensions and the interpolation method to compute
the in-between frames. An alternative approach is proposed by [11]
with good results.

Building a user-interface, [37] propose a categorization of facial
expressions depending on their communicative meaning. For each
of the facial functions a list of facial displays is performed (for
example, remembering corresponds to eyebrow action, eye closure
and one side of mouth pull back). A user talks to the 3D synthetic
actor. A speech system recognizes the words and generates an
answer with the appropriate facial displays. Grammar rules, a
small vocabulary set and a specific knowledge domain are part of
the speech analysis system. The responses by the 3D actor are
selected from a pre-established set of utterances. The appropriate
facial displays accompanying the answer follow the analysis of the
conventional situation (e.g. if the user’s speech is not recognized
the 3D actor will answer with a “not-confident” facial display).

3.2 Literature on Gesture Animation
The computer graphics literature is rather sparse on the topic of ges-
ture animation. Animators frequently use key parameter techniques
to create arm and hand motions. Rijpkema and Girard [33] cre-
ated handshapes automatically based on the object being gripped.
The Thalmanns [18, 26] improved on the hand model to include
much better skin models and deformations of the finger tips and
the gripped object. Lee and Kunii [22] built a system that includes
handshapes and simple pre-stored facial expressions for American
Sign Language (ASL) synthesis. Dynamics of arm gestures in ASL
have been studied by Loomis et al [25]. Chen et al [10] constructed
a virtual human that can shake hands with an interactive participant.
Lee et al [23] automatically generate lifting gestures by considering
strength and comfort measures. Moravec and Calvert [5] con-
structed a system that portrays the gestural interaction between two
agents as they pass and greet one another. Behavioral parameters
were set by personality attribute “sliders” though the interaction
sequence was itself pre-determined and limited to just one type of
non-verbal encounter.

4 Overview of System

In the current system, a model of face-to-face interaction is used
to generate all of the behaviors implemented, from the informa-
tional status of intonation to the communicative function of head
nods, gaze, and hand gestures. Additionally, however, this system
implements two agents whose verbal and nonverbal behaviors are
integrated not only within turns, but across speakers.

In the remaining parts of the paper we explain the different
elements of Figure 1. We start from the top of the figure and work
towards its bottom. Currently, gesture is generated by the dialogue
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planner, while facial expression and gaze are generated by the facial
PaT-Net.

4.1 Dialogue Planner
The text of this dialogue is automatically generated on the basis
of a database of facts describing the way the world works, a list
of the goals of the two agents, and the set of beliefs of those two
agents about the world, including the beliefs of the agents about
one another [30], [7]. In this instance the two agents have goals
that change over the course of the dialogue (Gilbert comes to have
the goal of helping George get $50; George comes to have the goal
of writing a check).

Text is generated and pitch accents and phrasal melodies are
placed on generated text as outlined in [36] and [31]. This text is
converted automatically to a form suitable for input to the AT&T
Bell Laboratories TTS synthesizer ([24]). When the dialogue is
generated, the following information is saved automatically: (1)
the timing of the phonemes and pauses, (2) the type and place of
the accents, (3) the type and place of the gestures.

This speech and timing information will be critical for synchro-
nizing the facial and gestural animation.

4.2 Symbolic Gesture Specification
The dialogue generation program annotates utterances according
to how their semantic content could relate to a spatial expression
(literally, metaphorically, spatializeably, or not at all). Further, ref-
erences to entities are classified according to discourse status as
either new to discourse and hearer (indefinites), new to discourse
but not to hearer (definites on first mention), or old (all others)
[32]. According to the following rules, these annotations, together
with the earlier ones, determine which concepts will have an as-
sociated gesture. Gestures that represent something (iconics and
metaphorics) are generated for rhematic verbal elements (roughly,
information not yet spoken about) and for hearer new references,
provided that the semantic content is of an appropriate class to re-
ceive such a gesture: words with literally spatial (or concrete) con-
tent get iconics (e.g. “check”); those with metaphorically spatial
(or abstract) content get metaphorics (e.g. “account”); words with
physically spatializeable content get deictics (e.g. “this bank”).
Meanwhile, beat gestures are generated for such items when the
semantic content cannot be represented spatially, and are also pro-
duced accompanying discourse new definite references (e.g. “fifty

Figure 2: Examples of symbolic gesture specification

dollars”). If a representational gesture is called for, the system ac-
cesses a dictionary of gestures (motion prototypes) that associates
semantic representations with possible gestures that might represent
them2 (for further details, see [7]).

In Figure 2, we see examples of how symbolic gestures are
generated from discourse content.

1. “Do you have a BLANK CHECK?”

� In the first frame, an iconic gesture (representing a rect-
angular check) is generated from the first mention (new
to hearer) of the entity ‘blank check’.

2. “Will you HELP me get fifty dollars?”

� In the second frame, a metaphoric gesture (the common
propose gesture, representing the request for help as a
proposal that can be offered to the listener) is generated
becauseof the first mention (new to hearer) of the request
for help.

3. “You can WRITE the check.”

� In the third frame, an iconic gesture (representing writing
on a piece of paper) is generated from the first mention
of the concrete action of ‘writing a check’.

4. “I will WAIT for you to withdraw fifty dollars for me.”

� In the fourth frame, a beat gesture (a movement of the
hand up and down) is generated from the first mention
of the notion ’wait for’, which cannot be represented
spatially.

After this gestural annotation of all gesture types, and lexicon
look-up of appropriate forms for representational gestures, informa-
tion about the duration of intonational phrases (acquired in speech
generation) is used to time gestures. First, all the gestures in each
intonational phrase are collected. Because of the relationship be-
tween accenting and gesturing, in this dialogue at most one repre-
sentational gesture occurs in each intonational phrase. If there is a
representational gesture, its preparation is set to begin at or before
the beginning of the intonational phrase, and to finish at or before
the next gesture in the intonational phrase or the nuclear stress of
the phrase, whichever comes first. The stroke phase is then set to
coincide with the nuclear stress of the phrase. Finally, the relaxation
is set to begin no sooner than the end of the stroke or the end of

2This solution is provisional: a richer semantics would include the features relevant
for gesture generation, so that the form of the gestures could be generated algorithmi-
cally from the semantics. Note also, however, that following [21] we are led to believe
that gestures may be more standardized in form than previously thought.
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the last beat in the intonational phrase, with the end of relaxation to
occur around the end of the intonational phrase. Beats, in contrast,
are simply timed to coincide with the stressed syllable of the word
that realizes the associated concept. When these timing rules have
been applied to each of the intonational phrases in the utterance, the
output is a series of symbolic gesture types and the times at which
they should be performed. These instructions are used to generate
motion files that run the animation system ([3]).

4.3 The Underlying Coordination Model
Interaction between agents and synchronization of gaze and hand
movements to the dialogue for each agent are accomplished using
Parallel Transition Networks (PaT-Nets), which allow coordination
rules to be encoded as simultaneously executing finite state au-
tomata ([4]). PaT-Nets can call for action in the simulation and
make state transitions either conditionally or probabilistically. Pat-
Nets are scheduled into the simulation with an operating system that
allows them to invoke or kill other PaT-Nets, sleep until a desired
time or until a desired condition is met, and synchronize with other
running nets by waiting for them to finish or by waiting on a shared
semaphore.

In addition, the PaT-Net notation is object oriented with each net
defined by a class with actions and transition conditions as methods.
The running networks are instances of the PaT-Net class and can
take parameters on instantiation. This notation allows Pat-Nets to
be hierarchically organized and allows constructing new nets by
combining existing nets or making simple modifications to existing
nets.

Behaviors are implemented as specified in the following sec-
tions, with all head, eye and hand movement behavior for an in-
dividual encoded in PaT-Nets. A PaT-Net instance is created to
control each agent with appropriate parameters. Then as agents’
PaT-Nets synchronize the agents with the dialogue and interact
with the unfolding simulation they schedule activity that achieves
a complex observed interaction behavior.

4.4 Gesture Generator
The gesture PaT-Net sends information about the timing, shape,
and position of the hands and arms to the animation system. The
animation process produces a file of motions to be carried out by
the two figures. Starting with a given gesture and its timing, speech
rate and surrounding gestures constrain the motion sequence for a

proper co-articulation effect. As depicted in Figure 3, upon the
signalling of a particular gesture, parse-net will instantiate one of
two additional PaT-Nets; if the gesture is a beat, the finite state
machine representing beats (“beat-net”) will be called, and if a
deictic, iconic, or metaphoric, the network representing these types
of gestures (“gest-net”) will be called. This separation is motivated
by the “rhythm hypothesis” ([38]) which posits that beats arise from
the underlying rhythmical pulse of speaking, while other gestures
arise from meaning representations. In addition, beats are often
found superimposed over the other types of gestures, and such
a separation facilitates implementation of superposition. Finally,
since one of the goals of the model is to reflect differences in
behavior among gesture types, this system provides for control of
freedom versus boundedness in gestures (e.g. an iconic gesture
or emblem is tightly constrained to a particular standard of well-
formedness, while beats display free movement); free gestures may
most easily be generated by a separate PaT-Net whose parameters
include this feature.

Gesture and beat finite state machines are built as necessary by
the parser, so that the gestures can be represented as they arise.
The newly created instances of the gesture and beat PaT-Nets do
not exit immediately upon creating their respective gestures; rather,
they pause and await further commands from the calling network, in
this case, parse-net. This is to allow for the phenomenon of gesture
coarticulation, in which two gestures may occur in an utterance
without intermediary relaxation, i.e. without dropping the hands
or, in some cases, without relaxing handshape. Once the end of
the current utterance is reached, the parser adds another level of
control: it forces exit without relaxation of all gestures except the
gesture at the top of the stack; this final gesture is followed by a
relaxation of the arms, hands, and wrists.

Consider the following data from the intonation and gesture
streams. Let us examine a gesture PaT-Net that acts on this input.
Intonation: Do you have a blank CHECK
Gesture: pr beat sk rx
In this example, the primary intonational stress of the phrase falls
on ’check’, but there is a secondary stress on ’blank’. The gesture
line of the example shows that the preparation (’pr’) of the gesture
begins on ’have’, that the stroke of the gesture (’st’) falls on check,
and that the gesturing relaxes (’rx’) after ‘check’. Because of
the secondary stress on the new informational item ’blank’, a beat
gesture falls there, and it is found superimposed over the production
of the iconic gesture.

Due to the structure of the conversation, where the speakers
alternate turns, we assume similar alternation in gesturing. (Ges-
turing by listeners is almost non-existent [27].) For the purposes
of gesture generation, phoneme information is ignored; however,
utterance barriers must be interpreted both to provide an envelope
for the timing of a particular gesture or sequence of gestures and to
determine which speaker is gesturing. Timing information, given in
the speech file, also allows the PaT-Net to determine whether there
is enough time for a complete gesture to be produced. For example,
the iconic gesture which accompanies the utterance “Do you have a
blank [check]?” has sufficient time to execute: it is the only (non-
beat) gesture occurring in the phrase, as shown above. However, if
this timing is insufficient to allow for full gesture production, then
the gesture must be foreshortened to allow for the reduced available
timing (because beat gestures are produced by a separate PaT-Net
system, they do not enter into questions of co-articulation).

The most common reason for foreshortening is anticipation of
the next gesture to be produced in a discourse. In anticipatory co-
articulation effects, most often the relaxation phase of the foreshort-
ened iconic, metaphoric or deictic gesture and preparation phase of
the next gesture become one. This process can be seen in the ges-
tures accompanying the phrase “Get the check [made out to you]
for fifty dollars and then I can [withdraw] fifty dollars for you”.
“[Made out to you]” is produced .90 seconds into the phrase, and



“[withdraw]” is generated at 1.9 seconds. This causes some fore-
shortening in the relaxation process during the first gesture, from
which the second gesture is then produced.

Co-articulation constraints – synchronizing the gestures with
intonational phrases and surrounding gestures – may actually cause
the given gestures to be aborted if too little time is available for
production given the physical constraints of the human model.

4.5 Gesture Motion Specification
The graphics-level gesture animation system accepts gesture in-
structions containing information about the location, type, timing,
and handshape of individual gestures. Based on the current loca-
tion of the hands and arms in space, the system will attempt to get
as close as possible to the gesture goals in the time allowed, but
may mute motions or positionings because it cannot achieve them
in time (co-articulation effects). This animation system calls upon
a library of predefined handshapes which form the primitives of
hand gesture. These handshapes were chosen to reflect the shapes
most often found in gesture during conversational interaction ([21]).
The animation system also calls upon separate hand, arm and wrist
control mechanisms.

The gesture system is divided into three parts: hand shape,
wrist control, and arm positioning. The first, hand shape, relies
on an extensible library of hand shape primitives for the basic joint
positions, but allows varying degreesof relaxation towards a neutral
hand position. The speed at which the hand may change shape is
also limited to allow the modelling of hand shape co-articulation.
Large changes in hand position are restricted as less time is allotted
for the hand movement, forcing faster hand gestures to smooth
together.

The wrist control system allows the wrist to maintain and change
its position independently of what complex arm motions may be
occurring. The wrist is limited within the model to a physically
realistic range of motion. Wrist direction is specified in terms of
simple directions relative to the gesturer, such as “point the fingers
of the left hand forward and up, and the palm right”.

The arm motion system accepts general specifications of spatial
goals and drives the arms towards those goals within the limits
imposed by the arm’s range of motion. The arm may be positioned
by using general directions like “chest-high, slightly forward, and
to the far left”.

The expressiveness of an individual’s gesturing can be repre-
sented by adjusting the size of the gesture space of the graphical
figure. In this way, parameters such as age (children’s gestures are
larger than adults’) and culture (in some cultures gestures tend to
be larger) can be implemented in the gesture animation.

4.6 Symbolic Facial Expression Specification
In the current system, facial expression (movement of the lips,
eyebrows, etc.) is specified separately from movement of the head
and eyes (gaze). In this section we discuss facial expression, and
turn to gaze in the next section.

P. Ekman and his colleagues characterize the set of semantic
and syntactic facial expressions depending on their meaning [15].
Many facial functions exist (such as manipulators that correspond
to biological needs of the face (wetting the lips); emblems and
emotional emblems that are facial expressions replacing a word,
an emotion) but only some are directly linked to the intonation of
the voice. In this system, facial expressions connected to intona-
tion are automatically generated, while other kinds of expressions
(emblems, for example) are specified by hand [29].

4.7 Symbolic Gaze Specification
Gaze can be classified into four primary categories depending on
its role in the conversation [1], [12]. In the following, we give rules
of action and the functions for each of these four categories (see
Figure 4). The nodes of the Pat-Net they refer to is also indicated.

Figure 4: Facial expressions and gaze behavior corresponding to:
“All right. <pause>You can write the check”.

planning : corresponds to the first phase of a turn when the speaker
organizes her thoughts. She has a tendency to look away in
order to prevent an overload of information (beginning
of turn). On the other hand, during the execution phase,
the speaker knows what she is going to say and looks more at
the listener. For a short turn (duration less than 1.5 sec.), the
speaker and the listener establish eye contact (mutual gaze)
[1] (short-turn).

comment : accompanies and comments speech, by occurring in
parallel with accent and emphasis. Accented or emphasized
items are punctuated by head nods; the speaker looks toward
the listener (accent). The speaker also gazes at the listener
more when she asks a question. She looks up at the end of the
question (utterance: question). When answering,
the speaker looks away (utterance: answer).

control : controls the communication channel and functions as a
synchronization signal: responses may be demanded or sup-
pressed by looking at the listener. When the speaker wants to
give her turn of speaking to the listener, she gazes at the lis-
tener at the end of the utterance (end of turn). When the
listener asks for the turn, she looks up at the speaker (turn
request).

feedback : is used to collect and seek feedback. The listener
can emit different reaction signals to the speaker’s speech.
Speaker looks toward the listener during grammatical pauses
to obtain feedback on how utterances are being received
(within-turn). This is frequently followed by the lis-
tener looking at the speakerand nodding (back-channel).
In turn, if the speaker wants to keep her turn, she looks
away from the listener (continuation signal). If the
speaker doesn’t emit awithin-turn signal by gazing at the
listener, the listener can still emit a back-channel which
in turn may be followed by a continuation signal by
the speaker. But the probability of action of the listener varies
with the action of the speaker [14]; in particular, it decreases
if no signal has occurred from the speaker. In this way the
listener reacts to the behavior of the speaker.

4.8 Gaze Generator
Each of the dialogic functions appears as a sub-network in the PaT-
Net. Figure 5 outlines the high-level PaT-Net for gaze control for
a single agent. It contains the four dialogic functions, their nodes
that define each function, and their associated actions. From the
definitions given above, we extract the conditions and the actions
characterizing the dialogic functions. For this current version of the
program we do not differentiate head movement and eye movement.
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That is the eyes follow the head. Moreover, in the literature this
difference is rarely made. In what follows, we use “gaze” to refer
to head and eye movement.

Each node is characterized by a probability. A person can have
the floor talking or pausing, but loses it as soon as the other person
starts talking. There are 3 possible states per person while having
the floor. If Speaker has the floor: Speaker talks and Listener
pauses, both of them are talking, or both of them are pausing. For
each of these states, Speaker and Listener can gaze at each other
or not. This gives us 12 possibilities, or 24 per dyad. We can then
compute the probability of being in each of these states [6]. Most
of the nodes of the Pat-Net can be characterized by a certain set of
states. For example the occurrence of a “within-turn signal” as we
defined it corresponds to the action: person1 looks at the person2
while having the floor and pausing. These state sets correspond
to a sub-matrix. We compute the probability of each sub-matrix
in relation to the particular state (having the floor and pausing) to
arrive at a probability of occurrence. We do such a computation
for all the other nodes of the Pat-Net. Probabilities appropriate for
each agent given the current role as listener or speakerare set for the
PaT-Net before it executes. At each turn change, the probabilities
change values accordingly. This information is used to determine
the rules and transitional probabilities for actions in Pat-Nets.

For each phoneme, the GAZE Pat-Net is entered. A transition
is made on the node whose condition is true. If the probability
of the nodes allows it, the action is performed. The action of the
different nodes of the Pat-Net is illustrated in the following with the
example:

Gilbert: Get the chEck made OUt to you
for fifty dollars <pause> And thEn <pause>
I can withdrAw fifty dollars for you.

planning : For the first few phonemes of the beginning of the ex-
ample utterance 3(in our example it corresponds to “Get the
ch”), the sub-network planning is applied. This utterance is
not short so the node short-turn is not entered.
But the node beginning-turn is entered; the condition
of being in a beginning of turn is true but its probability
did not allow the action speaker gazes away to be ap-
plied. Therefore the speaker (Gilbert) keeps his current gaze
direction (looking at George).

3A beginning of a turn is defined as all the phonemes between the first one and the
first accented segment.

comment : In our example, on accented items (“chEck”, “thEn” and
“withdrAw”), the node accent of the sub-network com-
ment is reached; the actions speaker gazes at the
listener and head nod are performed by Gilbert. As
before, the instantiation of an action depends on its probabil-
ity. The system easily represents the parallel agent actions.

control : In our example at the end of the utterance4 (corresponding
to “fifty dollars for you” here) the sub-network control is en-
tered. Two actions are considered. The nodeend of turn
corresponds to action performed by the speaker: speaker
gazes at listener. The other nodeturn request
affects the listener; the actionlistener gazes at the
speaker and up is performed.

feedback : The two intonational phrases of our example (get the
check made out to you for fifty dollars and and then) are
separated by a pause; this corresponds to a within-turn situ-
ation. The sub-network feedback is entered. If the prob-
ability allows it, the action speaker gazes at the
listener is performed5. After a delay (0.2 sec., as speci-
fied by the program), the node back-channel is reached.
Once more the program checks the probabilities associated
with the actions. Two actions can happen: listener
gazes at the speaker and/orthe listener nods.
In either case, the final step within the feedback sub-network
is reached after some delay. The action speaker gazes
away from the listener is then performed.

4.9 Facial Expression Generator
Facial expressions belonging to the set of semantic and syntactic
functions (see section 4.6) are clustered into functional groups: lip
shape, conversational signal, punctuator, manipulator and emblem.
We use FACS to denote facial expressions. Each is represented by
two parameters: its time of occurrence and its type. Our algorithm
[29] embodies rules as described in Section 4.6 to automatically
generate facial expressions, following the principle of synchrony.

The program scans the input utterance and computes the dif-
ferent facial expressions corresponding to these functional groups.
The computation of the lip shape is made in three passes and in-
corporates coarticulation effects. Phonemes are associated to some
characteristic shapes with different degree of deformability. For
deformable elements, temporal and spatial constraints modify these
shapes to consider their surrounding context. A conversational
signal (movements occurring on accents, like the raising of an eye-
brow) starts and ends with the accented word; while punctuator
signal (movement occurring on pause, like frowning) happens on
the pause. When a blink is one of these signals it is synchronized at
the phoneme level. Other signals such as emblems and emotional
emblems are performed consciously and must be specified by the
user.

By varying the two parameters defining a facial expression,
different speaker personalities can be obtained. For example a
persuasive person can punctuate each accented word with raising
eyebrows, while another person might not.

4.10 Gaze and Facial Motion Specification
The gaze directions generated in a previous stage can now be in-
stantiated. As discussed earlier, the GAZE PaT-Net in Figure 5 is
run for each agent at the beginning of every phoneme. Depending
on the course taken through the GAZE network due to probabilistic
branching and environmental state, the net may commit its agent
to a variety of actions such as a head nod or a change in the gaze
point. A change in the gaze is accomplished by supplying the hu-
man model with a 3D coordinate at which to look and a time in

4End of turn is defined as all the phonemes between the last accented segment and
the last phonemes.

5In the case the action is not performed,the arc going to the nodeback-channel
is immediately traversed without waiting for the next phonemic segment.



which to move – the scheduled motion then begins at the current
point in the simulation and has the specified duration. A head nod
is accomplished by scheduling a sequence of joint motions for the
neck, supplying both the angle and the angularvelocity for each nod
cycle. Note that the gaze controller schedules motions as they are
necessary by reacting to the unfolding simulation (in fact, it does
this in semi-real time) and does not have to generate all motions in
advance. This makes the gaze controller easy to extend and easy to
integrate with the rest of the system.

Different functions may be served by the same action, which
differ only in their timing and amplitude. For example, when
punctuating an accent, the speaker’s head nod will be of larger
amplitude than the feedback head nods emitted by the listener.
Different head nod functions may also be characterized by varying
numbers of up/down cycles. The gaze direction is sustained by
calling for the agent to look at a pre-definedpoint in the environment
until a change is made by another action.

For facial expressions, the program outputs the list of AUs that
characterize each phonemic element and pause [29].

After scanning all the input utterances, all the actions to be
performed are specified. Animation files are output. The final
animation is done by combining the different output files for the
gesture, face and gaze in Jack.

5 Conclusions

Automatically generating information about intonation, facial ex-
pression, head movements and hand gestures allows an interactive
dialogue animation to be created; for a non-real-time animation
much guess-work in the construction of appropriate motions can
be avoided. The resulting motions can be used as is – as demon-
strated in the video – or the actions and timings can be used as a
cognitively and physiologically justified guide to further refinement
of the conversation and the participants’ interactions by a human
animator.
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